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Understanding cultural and 
creative tourism

https://www.academia.edu/36119398/UNWTO_Tourism_and_Culture_Synergies_Report
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/a-research-agenda-for-creative-tourism-9781788110716.html


Cultural tourism and 
Covid-19



Attractions, 
activities and 

tours
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Effects on 
capacity and 
revenue

For 2020 tourism firms globally estimate that
social distancing measures will:

Reduce capacity by 52%

Reduce revenue by 66%

The Leaning Tower of Pisa, a World Heritage 
site which usually attracts 5 million visitors a 
year, is only permitting 15 people in at a time. 
Visitors are requested to wear face masks and 
an electronic device that warns them if they 
are less than a metre from anyone else.



Double trouble for cultural tourism?



Pent up 
demand?

“Culture has proven indispensable during this period, and the 
demand for virtual access to museums, heritage sites, theatres and 
performances has reached unprecedented levels.” (UNWTO)

Australia Council of the Arts showed that overwhelmingly, audiences 
plan to return to art and culture events in future. 85% of the 
respondents indicating that they are planning to attend just as they did 
in the past, or even more often (7%). Two thirds said they will attend 
arts venues when they deem the risk of transmissions to be minimal, 

“For many young people, like me, it is essential, when choosing a 
holiday destination, that the place offers events, initiatives and activities 
to ensure continuous movement and dynamism throughout the stay. 
…..even when they are on holiday, young people feel the need to do, 
see and try things as if they were never satisfied. They need to be 
constantly stimulated by new experiences and new encounters.” (Italian 
student)



Covid-19 response in 
cultural tourism



UNWTO –
recovery in 
cultural 
tourism

• Shift from quantity towards quality

• Diversify cultural tourism products

• Boost community’s participation & domestic 
tourism

• Customize cultural offer for international visitors 

• Enable cultural tourism entrepreneurship and 
innovation

• Make cultural tourism accessible to all



Going digital





New 
marketing 
focus: 
Domestic 
and local 
tourism

Canada: 
There is the potential for significant pent - up 
demand for leisure travel . Short - haul travel will 
likely be the prominent driver of a rebound due to 
consumers’ wariness of booking long - haul trips

EU:

Social media campaign – 'Europe's culture – close to 
you: This Summer I visit Europe’ – focus on 
sustainable, local, cultural tourism. Aims to raise 
awareness of rich cultural diversity and cultural sites 
in the EU 



What are DMOs 
doing?

“Travellers today want more than an experience - they want to be 
transformed; they want to be moved,”

Recover by connecting with Canadians, the land and local culture. This 
adds to placemaking, connection, lasting value. Culture is central to this 
aspiration, and creativity is the means to make it happen.



Response Recovery Resilience

Rethink



Slicing the 
cultural 
tourism cake

Bob McKercher – two segmentation models

1) Cultural motives and depth of experiences

= purposeful, sightseeing, casual, incidental 
or serendipitous. 

2) Activities-based segmentation 

= cultural generalists, icon culturalist, Chinese 
heritage culturalist, Tsim Sha Tsui nodal 
culturalist, colonial culturalist or Sino-colonial 
culturalist.



The destination journey

https://www.academia.edu/42174559/Experiencing_culture_in_attractions_events_and_tour_settings

Experience and satisfaction are affected by the whole cultural journey

https://www.academia.edu/42174559/Experiencing_culture_in_attractions_events_and_tour_settings


New 
definition

UNWTO (2018)

“Cultural tourism is a type of tourism activity in 
which the visitor’s essential motivation is to learn, 
discover, experience and consume the tangible 
and intangible cultural attractions/products in a 
tourism destination. These attractions/products 
relate to a set of distinctive material, intellectual, 
spiritual and emotional features of a society that 
encompasses arts and architecture, historical and 
cultural heritage, culinary heritage, literature, 
music, creative industries and the living cultures 
with their lifestyles, value systems, beliefs and 
traditions.”



Welcome to the 
experience 
economy

Increasing value



Placemaking

MeaningsResources

CreativityThe role of culture
in placemaking



Resources



Distinctiveness through gastronomy

• Gastronomy is about much more than 
food. It reflects the culture, heritage, 
traditions and sense of community of 
different peoples. It is a way of promoting 
understanding among different cultures, and 
of bringing people and traditions closer 
together. Gastronomy tourism is also 
emerging as an important protector of 
cultural heritage, and the sector helps create 
opportunities, including jobs, most notably in 
rural destinations.

Resources



Resources



Resources



Carnival: Year-round activity?

Resources



curated culture

Meanings



Curating 
cultural 
experiences

Meanings



Meanings



A focus on 
the makers

Creativity



Creating 
routes to link 
cultures

• A focus on linking cultural and heritage resources 
involves locals and tourists

• The route builds a story that links people and 
communities

• New tourism products

• Scale benefits of networking

Creativity:Creativity



Cultural routes and 
island hopping?

The archepelago/
network model

Creativity



Opportunities

USING CULTURE AS A 
FOCUS FOR SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT

CONTENT CONNECTIONS PERCEIVED SAFETY



Challenges

LINKING DIFFERENT ISLANDS BUILDING A CULTURE OF 
NETWORKING

PROVIDING AN 
INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK



Thank you!

Research resources
http://independent.academia.edu/gregrichards

Contact:
g.w.richards@tilburguniversity.edu

http://independent.academia.edu/gregrichards

